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In this article the convexity theorem of de Leeuw [2, p. 194] is

derived by a systematic application of the theory of Banach algebras;

the "complex variables" aspect is thereby considerably reduced. The

proof can be even further simplified in the case of compact Reinhardt

domains in C".

de Leeuw's theorem may be stated as follows: G is an abelian group

with a finite set of generators {Xi, x2, ■ • • , x„}, T the dual group of

G, and 77 the semigroup generated by the set given, not necessarily

including the unit of H. P(H) is the semigroup algebra of 77 over the

complex numbers. £ is a compact family of homomorphisms of 77

into the multiplicative semigroup of complex numbers, or, as we

shall say, representations of 77. Define TV(fe)=max{ |<X^)| : <£££},

|] 23^=1 Cihi\\ s 23™-i \ci\NQii). The norm ||-|| may be indefinite or
incomplete, but one can consider bounded homomorphisms of P(77)

in this norm. Every complex homomorphism of £(77) is given by a

representation of 77, schematically, (cr, 23™-i ci^i)= 23™-1 ciff(^d-

The homomorphism is continuous for the given norm exactly when

[cr| j£TV. Finally, TT is the compact family of representations

h-+yih)(j>ih) with 7£r, c6££. Then:

Theorem. T ■ T contains the Silov boundary of ithe bounded homo-

morphisms of) P(77).

Proof.

Lemma 1. Let 9, a be representations of H, with \d\ *£1, ararf/££(77).

Then \ (ad, f)\ g sup7er | (ya, f)\.

Proof. Consider a-f and 6a-f as elements of the subalgebra

^i(77)C/i(G); the number on the right is just the spectral radius of

a-f in this algebra, the number on the left is at most the spectral

radius of the latter. Moreover the mapping g^>9-g, g£P(/7), is a

norm decreasing endomorphism of £(77), so it does not increase the

spectral radius, whence Lemma 1 follows.

Corollary [2, p. 195]. If \ d\ ^ | x| for representations 9 and x of H,

then for /££(77), | <0,/>| gsup,er | (yx,f)\-

Proof. Denote by S the semigroup on which 9^ 0, so that, in 5,
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6 =px for a representation p of 5 with |p| ^ 1. Set p*(s) =p(s) for s£S

p*(77~S) =0. Then 0=p*x so Lemma 1 applies.

Henceforth X is a fixed representation of 77 with |X| ^ Ar; it is to

be proved that for/£P(77), | (X,/)| ^ supxerr | (x./)| ■ Suppose 5 is

the semigroup on which X5^0; then 5 is generated by 50 {xi, • • • ,xs}

and its characteristic function £s is a representation of H. Then

(X, /)=(X, £,•/) and £,•/ belongs to the subalgebra P(S); also

supxerr | (x£s. /)| ^ sup^err | (x> /)| • All this justifies our assuming

that 5 = 77; this is henceforth standing hypothesis.

Lemma 2. Let T+ be the subset of T of representations which vanish

nowhere in 77. For ft£77, |X(fc)| ^ sup{ |c6(^0)| : c/>£r+}.

Proof. Write x = xi • • • xs and &£77. For n Si 1

0<   |\(*)||X(*)|» ^ |c6„(x)||c6„W|" < N(x)\<pn(h)\",

for some c6„£7". Since <pn(x)9i 0, c6„£7+; Lemma 2 is obtained in the

limit as w—><» . In view of Lemmas 1 and 2 we may as well assume

that all the representations of T are strictly positive on 77; we thus

abandon the assumption that T is closed.

Following [2], especially Lemmas 1.7 and 1.9, define \og-co(T),

the "log-convex hull" of T to be the collection of representations

,4>>0 with log ^£co(log T); that is, log 14v= ̂ i-i h I°g 4>i> with

<piET, 0< J.gl, and ]£l_i r, = l.

Lemma 3. 77*ere is <z representation t in the closure of log-co(r) such

that  |X[ ^t.

Proof. As in [2], define a mapping L of representations into

R': L(p) = (log |p(xi)|, • ■ • , log |p(x„)|). Let D be the wedge of

vectors with nonpositive components and E the closure of L(T)+D.

Claim. 7(X)££. In the contrary case there is a linear function F on

R' for which F(£)+e< F(L(\)) for all £££, e > 0. Then 7" has the

form F(ri, • • • ,r,)= ^f-i^^i with each a;> 0. Since the components

of elements in E are uniformly bounded above, the coefficients

a»  can   be   adjusted   to   be   strictly   positive   integers.   This  done,

\MxT • ■ -x°!)|> C'l^xf ■ • -xs°')| for every 0£T (and e' > 0). This
contradiction proves 7_(X)£E; this means simply that there is a

sequence {cr„}c log-co(r) with limn»K |o-„(x;)| Si |X(x,)|, l^i^s.

t can now be any limiting point of {an}.

In view of the preceding lemmas it remains to prove that for

t   a   representation   with    | r\ £log-co(r),   and /£P(77),   \{t, f)\

g supx€rr | (Xi /)| • The "induction step" in the proof of this is as
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follows. Suppose xii X2 are positive representations and x is a rep-

resentation for which |x| =max[xi, X2L

Lemma 4. ForfEP(H), \ (x,/)| ^ max,_i,2 supTGr | <7X.-/)[ •

Proof. To use the machinery already established, write

T= {xi. X2}, 7V = max[xi, X2]- Then x determines a bounded homo-

morphism of £(77) and we assume, as is clearly allowable, that x is in

the Silov boundary of £(77). The weight function N can be extended

to the group G generated by 77 since each x>> 0 can be so extended;

consequently the norm on £(77) can be extended to all of £(G).

The homomorphism determined by x> being in the boundary, admits

a continuous extension to £(G). G being a group, it is now clear that

log |x| =<logXi + (l_t) iogX2 for some 0 5^ Si 1. Here x, Xi. X2 denote

the unique extensions of the representations to G.

Let {yi, • • • , yu\ be a basis for the abelian group G, with

Vi. • • • . 3V a basis for the torsion subgroup. For every representation

p of G set f(p) =(p(yi), ■ • • , p(yu)) so that f is a homeomorphism

into C" of the representations of G. The range 3tl of the transforma-

tion f, applied to the representations whose moduli are dominated by

N, is determined as follows: fi, • ■ ■ , fP are restricted to certain finite

subgroups while (log |fP+i| , ■ • ■ , log |fu|) is restricted to a certain

compact convex subset A of Ru~". With (fi, • • • , Tp) held fixed, each

/£P(77) determines in an obvious way an analytic function F of

(fp+ii • • • ) f«) on an open set containing these coordinates of

3TC. Recalling that A is the convex hull of {(log Xi(yP+i), ■ ■ ■ ,

l°g Xiiju))'- 2 = 1> 2}, Lemma 4 follows from the fact that log F is

subharmonic along any complex plane. For the details of the

"three lines theorem" in ra variables, cf. Dunford and Schwartz

[l, p. 521]. This completes Lemma 4, which may be compared with

de Leeuw's Lemma 1.9. q.e.d.

Addendum. In the case that 77 is the additive semigroup of 5-

tuples of positive integers, one observes that it is sufficient to consider

compact sets T whose coordinates are bounded away from zero, that

is, {</>-1: <£££} is compact. Extend T to the group of lattice points

and proceed as in Lemma 4.
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